
 

 

VacSy Food Storage System 

Question: Can an older VacSy Pump from another VacSy Line such as the Orange Line or the 

Gray Line be used on the new Green Line of VacSy Food Storage containers? 

Answer: Yes, any older version of the VacSy pump can be used on the new Green Line 

containers.  The benefit of the new Green Line pump is that it is rechargeable and as such does 

not need to be close to an electrical receptacle to be used. 

 

VacSy Food Storage System 

Question:  Will the VacSy Universal Lids be used on Ball and Mason Jars 

Answer: The VacSy Universal Lids need a perfectly smooth level surface on the glass 

container for the lid to vacuum properly.  Most people experiment on containers until they find a 

container that will work and stay with them.  If the container does not have a perfect level top 

then the vacuum will eventually leak. 

 

Bioptron Light Therapy 

Question:  I have an older set of Bioptron Color Light Therapy set that was designed to be used 

on the old Bioptron Compact III.  Can the older Color Therapy Set be used on the new Medall or 

Yourhron? 

Answer:  The new Medall and Youthron lens is larger than the Bioptron Compact III but don’t 

worry.  Bioptron has made a Color Filter Interface Adapter that allows the Compact III Color Set 

to be used on the new Medall or Youthron. 

 

Bioptron Light Therapy 

Question:  What is the difference between the new Medall and Youthron lamps? 

Answer:  The two lamps are exactly the same.  The Bioptron Medall Lamp is marketed in 

Europe and the Bioptron Youthron Lamp is marketed in the United State.  The name on the 

lamp is the only difference.  
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Bioptron Light Therapy 

Question:  If I buy a Bioptron Youthron in the United States can it be used when I travel in 

Europe or do I need a special transformer to use it. 

Answer:  All Bioptron Lamps are made with universal current which means that you do not 

need any transformer but just an adaptor to use your lamp anywhere around the world. 


